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Build sites search engines love, and see your business boom
Find out how to make your site pop to the top when the search is on    

Search engines, search directories, search systems – it’s enough to make you search for antacids! Well, relax – this book not only tells you which is which, it gives you the inside track on which ones to impress. Find out about pay-per-click search engine advertising, what your site needs to lure search engines, how and where to register, and more.    

The Dummies Way    

	Explanations in plain English
	"Get in, get out" information
	Icons and other navigational aids
	Tear-out cheat sheet
	Top ten lists
	A dash of humor and fun


Discover how to:    

	Choose powerful keywords for your pages
	Increase visibility in search engines
	Avoid penalties
	Encourage other sites to link to yours
	Track your hits
	Use pay-per-click advertising productively
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Fast ASP.NET WebsitesManning Publications, 2013

	
		Summary

	
		Fast ASP.NET Websites delivers just what it promises—practical, hands-on guidance to create faster, more efficient ASP.NET sites and applications. This book offers step-by-step .NET-specific examples showing you how to apply classic page optimization tips, ASP.NET-specific techniques, and ways...
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DevOps: Continuous Delivery, Integration, and Deployment with DevOps: Dive into the core DevOps strategiesPackt Publishing, 2018

	
		Explore the high-in demand core DevOps strategies with powerful DevOps tools such as Ansible, Jenkins, and Chef

	
		Key Features

		
			Get acquainted with methodologies and tools of the DevOps framework
	
			Perform continuous integration, delivery, deployment, and monitoring using...
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C#.net Web Developer's GuideSyngress Publishing, 2001
This volume teaches Web developers to build solutions for the Microsoft .NET platform. Web developers will learn to use C# components to build services and applications available across the Internet. 

       The focus of The C#.NET Web Developer’s Guide is on providing you with code examples that will help you leverage the...
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Practice Makes Perfect: Spanish Vocabulary (Practice Makes Perfect Series)McGraw-Hill, 2007

	Language, like all forms of art and beauty, is about making connections and
	enhancing life. Any human action, from writing a novel to taking a walk, can be
	raised to the level of art. It can also be reduced to mechanics: functional, but
	lifeless.


	As you study Spanish, you can choose to approach it as an art form or as a...
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Android Apps with EclipseApress, 2012


	Android is one of the major players in the mobile phone market, and its market share is

	continuously growing. Android is the first complete, open, and free mobile platform, and it offers

	endless opportunities for mobile application developers. As with all other platforms, having a

	robust and flexible development environment is the...
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Secondary Surveillance Radar (Artech House Radar Library)Artech House Publishers, 1988
Starting with a brief precis of the history of radar, this book concentrates on the principles of Secondary Radar, explaining its genesis during the Second World War, and its subsequent development as a significant feature of modern air travel.
This is followed by a comprehensive description of how Secondary Radar functions. It is clearly...
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